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Religion, Gender and Sexuality in Everyday
Life
Lost enough loves for three lifetimes? Want to break
bad habits and replace them with good ones that last?
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Whether you are male or female, single or married, gay
or straight, Rational-Emotive Behavior Therapy
(REBT), created by world renowned therapist Dr.
Albert Ellis, can help anyone-at any age-learn to
maintain healthy and lasting love. Simple and effective,
the proven REBT techniques in this landmark book
show you how to relate lovingly and intimately, for the
long-term. Using a non-judgmental approach, here is
more than just a guide to getting along better with a
"significant other." You'll also find help for improving
relationships with friends, children, and even in-laws.
Discover practical information on: *Getting Your
Relationships Together by Getting Yourself Together
*Realistic Views of Couplehood *Communicating and
Problem-Solving *Better Sex for Better Couplehood
*Saving Time and Money and Enjoying Life More
*Having or Not Having Children *Building a Deep and
Lasting Relationship *Self-coping statements and
exercises to keep you emotionally fit and much more to
help you take matters into your own hands-and heartand stop the cycle of relationship ruin. With healing
doses of wisdom and humor, Dr. Ellis puts you firmly
on the path toward a lifetime of love.

In Sickness and in Health
Seinfeld. For more than 33 million viewers, the Emmy
Award-winning television show has become a Thursday
night ritual. Even though the show has ended, Jerry
Seinfeld's distinct brand of humor can still be yours. In
his #1 New York Times bestselling book,
SeinLanguage, Jerry Seinfeld has captured on the page
his views on topics ranging from Raisinettes to
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relationships, from childhood to cop shows, and from
parents to power suits. This must-have book for all
fans—and who isn't a fan?—remains available in both
paperback and hardcover. From the Paperback edition.

Lives Through the Years
In this book the author traces the way that early
psychic development from birth up to three years is
reflected throughout our lifespan, including adulthood,
couplehood and parenthood. The inner child
reverberating within us (consciously and
unconsciously) and thus present in our ongoing
interactions with others, often colours and guides our
current experiences, whether with our life partner or
children, and as psychotherapists, with our patients.
Our openness to its resonance allows us to become
more attuned to and emotionally accessible to
ourselves and others.The author's primary aim is to
familiarize the reader with her innovative idea of the
emotional immune system managed by a healthy
narcissism and operating via the inner reverberations
of hidden childhood narratives. Our sense of familiar
self is accordingly consolidated and immunised to an
invasion by foreign sensations.

A Training Manual on the Developmental
Stages of Couplehood
In Quest of the Mythical Mate presents a valuable and
fertile developmental model for diagnosing and treating
couples that is flexible enough to incorporate a wide
variety of intervention strategies, yet purposeful
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enough to give a clear sense of direction to couples in
distress. As such, this volume provides a powerful
therapeutic approach for all professionals who treat
couples.

Marriage Rules
Relationshift
In a mad-dash world filled with long to-do lists and too
many commitments, it's easy for one to lose
perspective of what matters most-even with the most
important person in one's life. It gets even more
complicated with all of the distractions that seem to
keep our attention away from sources of help and
renewal. That's why Cloud & Townsend have teamed
up to pack their very best relationship principles in a
powerful 21-day program designed for today's busy
couples. Each short chapter has to-the-point wisdom
and do-it-today action steps on issues like committing
to personal growth, breaking the pattern of trying to
change one's spouse, building-and restoring-trust,
cultivating healthy intimacy, establishing realistic
expectations, learning to handle conflict without
damaging the relationship, and much more.

Couplehood, Cognitive Stimulation Therapy and
Dementia
Current Biography Yearbook
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This book evaluates how autism is experienced and
addressed in four areas critical to the developmental
phase of adulthood: self-awareness, individuality,
comprehensive support systems, and the dissemination
of information and expanded education. The editors
present comprehensive coverage of new developments
in the field of adults with autism spectrum disorder
(ASD), particularly with regards to the updating of
diagnostic criteria in the DSM-5 and an increased level
of interest in research on adults with ASD. Contributors
also make recommendations regarding services that
should be provided to people with ASD based on
recognition of their needs, the frequent lack of
accessibility to relevant services, and an understanding
of how a person's living situation both influences and is
influenced by the way they conduct their lives. Among
the topics discussed: The distinctive stage of Emerging
Adulthood in individuals with ASD Late diagnosis of
autism spectrum disorder Sexuality and romantic
relationships among people with ASD Parents, siblings,
and communities of individuals with ASD Culturaldemographic influences on life choices among people
with ASD Adult women on the high-functioning autism
spectrum The experience of academia and employment
for people with ASD Autism in Adulthood is a unique
resource for professionals, clinicians, researchers and
caregivers that emphasizes both theoretical and
practical information regarding ASD in the critical adult
stage of life.

21 Days to a Great Marriage
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Personal Finance
In the tradition of the #1 best-seller SeinLanguage,
Bantam Books proudly presents the first book by Paul
Reiser, television's sharpest, funniest observer of love,
marriage and other mysteries of life. A veteran comic
performer, Reiser is best-known as the co-creator and
star of the highly-rated NBC comedy, "Mad About You",
which Time Magazine called "The season's best new
sitcom"in its 1992 debut. Every Thursday night more
than twenty million viewers watch as Paul Reiser
reveals the most intimate and hilarious scenes of a
marriage. Now for the first time, Reiser brings his
trademark wit to the page in a book that will delight his
eagerly-awaiting audience, and anyone else who has
ever fallen in love--or tried not to. In Couplehood, a
New York Times bestseller for more than 40 weeks,
Reiser reflects on what it means to be half of a couple
-- everything from the science of hand holding, to the
technique of tag-team storytelling, to the politics of
food and why it always seems to come down to chicken
or fish. From the Paperback edition.

Predictors of Depressive Symptoms Among
Community-dwelling Spousal Caregivers of
Institutionalized Alzheimer's Mates
"Couples by Intention" lets you eavesdrop on a handful
of intrepid couples as they engage in twelve intense
weeks of group counseling. As you listen to their
stories, you'll learn how to stay interested in your
partner in the good times, how to communicate in the
stressful seasons, and how to keep your love alive in
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the normalcy of everyday life.

Connecting Families
A nuanced critique of how the World Bank encourages
gender norms through its policies, Developing
Partnerships argues that financial institutions are key
players in the global enforcement of gender and family
expectations. By combining analysis of documents
produced and sponsored by the World Bank with
interviews of World Bank staffers and case studies,
Kate Bedford presents a detailed examination of gender
and sexuality in the policies of the world's largest and
most influential development institution. Looking
concurrently at economic and gender policy, Bedford
connects reform of markets to reform of masculinities,
loan agreements for export promotion to pamphlets for
indigenous adolescents advising daily genital bathing,
and attempts to strengthen institutions after the
Washington Consensus to efforts to promote loving
couplehood in response to economic crisis. In doing so,
she reveals the shifting relationships between
development and sexuality and the ways in which
gender policy impacts debates about the future of
neoliberalism. Providing a multilayered account of how
gender-aware policies are conceived and implemented
by the World Bank, Developing Partnerships
demonstrates as well how institutional practices shape
development.

Babyhood
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Getting the Love You Want
Counseling Across the Lifespan by Cindy L. Juntunen
and Jonathan P. Schwartz is a practical book that helps
readers provide effective mental, emotional, and
behavioral health services to clients across the
continuum of care, from health promotion through longterm treatment and remediation. Anchoring each
chapter within a life stage—from childhood through older
adulthood—the text identifies the nature and origin of
various psychological issues and emphasizes the
importance of anticipating and responding early to
concerns that arise for large portions of the population.
The Second Edition features new chapters and
expanded coverage of important topics, such as
sociocultural contextual factors and interprofessional
health perspectives.

Bilingual Couples Talk
A frank, humorous exploration of interabled dating,
love, and marriage Ben Mattlin's wife, ML, recalls
falling in love with his confidence and sheer
determination. On one of their earliest dates, he
persuaded her to ride on his lap in his wheelchair on
their way home from an Elvis Costello concert. Thirty
years later, they still travel like this from time to time,
undaunted by the curious stares following them down
the street. But In Sickness and in Health is more than
an "inspiring" story of how a man born with spinal
muscular atrophy--a congenital and incurable
neuromuscular condition--survived childhood,
graduated from Harvard, married an able-bodied
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woman, built a family with two daughters and a cat and
a turtle, established a successful career in journalism,
and lived happily ever after. As Mattlin considers the
many times his relationship has been met with surprise
or speculation by outsiders--those who consider his
wife a "saint" or him just plain "lucky" for finding
love--he issues a challenge to readers: why should the
idea of an "interabled" couple be regarded as either
tragic or noble? Through conversations with more than
a dozen other couples of varying abilities, ethnic
backgrounds, and orientations, Mattlin sets out to
understand whether these pairings are as unusual as
onlookers seem to think. Reflecting on his own
experience he wonders: How do people balance the
stresses of personal-care help with the thrill of
romance? Is it possible that the very things that appear
to be insurmountable obstacles to a successful
relationship--the financial burdens, the physical
differences, the added element of an especially
uncertain future--could be the building blocks of an
enviable level of intimacy and communication that other
couples could only dream of? We meet Shane Burcaw, a
twenty-three-year-old writer, who offers a glimpse of
his first forays into dating with a disability. There's
Rachelle Friedman, the "paralyzed bride," as the media
refers to her, and her husband, discussing the joys and
challenges of a new marriage and a growing family. And
Christina Crosby and her partner, Janet Jakobsen,
reflect on how Crosby's disabling accident called for
them to renegotiate their roles and expectations in their
long-term relationship. What emerges is a candid
glimpse into the challenges and joys of interabled
love--from the first blush of sexual awakening to
commitment and marriage and through to widowhood.
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Autism in Adulthood
Following a unique format perfect for today's world, the
renowned author of The Dance of Anger gives us just
over 100 rules that cover all the hot spots in long-term
relationships. Marriage Rules offers new solutions to
age-old problems ("He won't talk"/"She doesn't want
sex") as well as modern ones (your partner's
relationship to technology.) You'll also learn how to:
Calm things down and warm them up Talk straight and
fight fair Listen well as a spiritual practice Connect
with a distant partner Survive the unique challenges of
children, stepchildren and difficult- laws Follow a
12-step program to overcome defensiveness Know how
and when to draw the line Take back your marriage
when things fall apart Marriage Rules is a treasure
chest of lively, practical advice to help you navigate
your couple relationship with clarity, courage, and
joyous conviction. If one person in a couple follows ten
rules of his or her choice, it will generate a major,
positive change. All that's required is a genuine wish
for a better relationship and a willingness to practice.

Beyond Loss
Current Biography Yearbook
Exploring the intersection between religion, gender and
sexuality within the context of everyday life, this
volume examines contested identities, experiences,
bodies and desires on the individual and collective
levels. With rich case studies from the UK, USA,
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Europe, and Asia, Religion, Gender and Sexuality in
Everyday Life sheds light on the manner in which
individuals appropriate, negotiate, transgress, invert
and challenge the norms and models of various
religions in relation to gender and sexuality, and vice
versa. Drawing on fascinating research from around the
world, this book charts central features of the
complexities involved in everyday life, examining the
messiness, limits, transformations and possibilities that
occur when subjectivities, religious and cultural
traditions, and politics meet within the local as well as
transnational contexts. As such, it will be of interest to
scholars of sociology, anthropology, geography and
cultural studies examining questions of religion and
spirituality, gender and sexuality, and individual and
collective identities in contemporary society.

How to Stop Destroying Your Relationships
Originally published in 1988, GETTING THE LOVE
YOU WANT has helped thousands of couples attain
more loving, supportive and deeply satisfying
relationships. In this groundbreaking book, Dr Harville
Hendrix shares with you what he has learned about the
psychology of love during more than thirty years of
working as a therapist and helps you transform your
relationship into a lasting source of love and
companionship. For this edition of his classic book, Dr
Hendrix and his wife, Helen LaKelly Hunt, have added a
new introduction describing the powerful influence this
book has had on so many people over the years. With
its step-by-step programme, GETTING THE LOVE
YOU WANT will help you create a loving, supportive
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and revitalized partnership.

Couplehood
This sociolinguistic study of the linguistic practices of
bilingual couples describes the conditions, processes
and results of private language contact. It is based on a
unique corpus of more than 20 hours of private
conversations between partners in bilingual marriages.
Adding to its breadth of coverage, these private
conversations are supplemented with larger public
discourses about international couplehood. The volume
thus offers a corpus-driven investigation of the ways in
which ideologies of gender, nationality and immigration
mediate linguistic performances in private crosscultural communication. The author embraces socialconstructionist, feminist and postmodern approaches to
second language learning, multilingualism and crosscultural communication. In contrast to other titles in the
field which have focused almost exclusively on the
socialization of bilingual children, this book explores
what it means to one's sense of self to become
socialized into a second language and culture as a late
bilingual.

Naked at Our Age
Describes rearing responsible children by using
problem solving abilities drawn from outside situations
to help solve family problems

Familyhood
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New technologies are radically changing the way that
families connect with one another: we can text our
teenagers from work, eat dinner with far-away parents
via video link, and instantly upload and share photos
after a family day out. Whether we are bridging time or
distance, and whether we are enhancing our closest
relationships or strengthening the bonds of extended
family, as computer technologies alter the
communication landscape, they in turn are changing the
way we conduct and experience family life. This state
of the art volume explores the impact of new
communication systems on how families interact – how
they share their lives and routines, engage in social
touch, and negotiate being together or being apart – by
considering a range of different family relationships
that shape the nature of communication. Composed of
three sections, the first looks at what is often the core
of a ‘family’, the couple, to understand the impact of
technology on couple relationships, communication, and
feelings of closeness. The second section studies
immediate families that have expanded beyond just the
individual or couple to include children. Here, the
emphasis is on connection for communication,
coordination, and play. The third section moves beyond
the immediate family to explore connections between
extended, distributed family members. This includes
connections between adult children and their parents,
grandparents and grandchildren, and adult siblings.
Here family members have grown older, moved away
from ‘home’, and forged new families. Researchers,
designers and developers of new communication
technologies will find this volume invaluable.
Connecting Families: The Impact of New
Communication Technologies on Domestic Life brings
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together the most up-to-date studies to help in
understanding how new communication technologies
shape – and are shaped by – family life, and offers
inspiration and guidance for design by making clear
what families need and value from technological
systems.

“Doing things together”
In conjunction with the related workbook, this leaders
guide for the Popcaks' monthly, 12-session marriage
enrichment program helps couples apply rich
theological content directly to their current married life.
Instructing them with a variety of tools?including
activities, DVD supplements, and group
discussions?this resource shows spouses not only how
to be closer with each other and their community but
also how to fully enjoy the spiritual significance of their
bond. As a trustworthy source that utilizes lessons
from both the orthodox faith and the best research in
marriage and family psychology the program is an ideal
addition to any Catholic parish.

Couple Power Therapy
How to Get a Loving Couplehood
Background: Most people with dementia live in their
own homes, often together with their partners, who
become informal caregivers. Relationship quality and
sense of couplehood can be threatened as a result of
the transition from a mutually interdependent
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relationship to a caregiver-care-receiver relationship.
This, in turn, may lead to many negative consequences
for both partners. Support provided for couples is often
divided into different types for the person with
dementia and for the partner without dementia and
lacks couple-based support that targets the
relationship, resources and the couple’s everyday life
together. Aim: The overall aim of this thesis is to
explore couple-centred interventions in dementia and to
develop and test a salutogenic, resource-oriented and
couple-based intervention among couples in which one
partner has dementia living at home. Methods and
findings: This thesis comprises three parts: The first
part Exploring involves two linked reviews, one
narrative review (study I A) and one scoping review
(study I B) that aim to identify and describe what
previous couple-centred interventions comprised and
why they were conducted. The results of the reviews
revealed a knowledge gap in and a need for easily
accessible support that targets couple relationships,
resources and everyday life. The second part
Developing (study II) refers to the development of an
easily accessible resource-oriented couplemanagement intervention. The first step was to identify
priority topics for such an intervention through a coresearcher process with couples living with dementia.
This included a comprehensive literature review,
interviews with couples in which one partner has
dementia, and consultation meetings with expert groups
of people with dementia and partners in both Sweden
and the UK. The co-researcher process and the expert
meetings informed four main themes with
corresponding sub-themes that couples with dementia
considered as important to their wellbeing in their
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everyday lives: (1) Home and Neighbourhood, (2)
Meaningful Activities and Relationships, (3) Approach
and Empowerment, and (4) Couplehood. The themes
were further developed and integrated into the
multimedia application DemPower, which was
developed for the delivery of the intervention. The
third part Testing and Evaluating describes a feasibility
study (study III) in which the DemPower application
was tested for feasibility and acceptability among
couples in Sweden and the UK. The results of the
feasibility study indicated that the DemPower
intervention was feasible and acceptable among couples
in which one partner has dementia living at home. The
testing and evaluating part also comprise a qualitative
study (study IV) that explores the experiences of
engaging with DemPower together as a couple living
with dementia in Sweden. The findings resulted in the
three themes: (1) Growth of the relationship, (2) We
are not alone, and (3) Positive approach, which the
couples appreciated and associated with the resourceoriented and salutogenic approach of DemPower. The
overall findings of the thesis are presented in a
concluding synthesis at the end of the thesis. The
concluding synthesis, focused on “Meaningfulness”,
“Empowering health promotion”, “Normalization” and
“Transitions and couplehood”, represents the core
findings of this thesis. What this thesis adds: This
thesis contributes to research, healthcare and the
public by highlighting the need for a salutogenic
approach toward couples living with dementia. The
DemPower application, with its focus on couples’
relationships, resource-orientation and everyday life,
has proven feasibility and acceptability and has
meaningfully addressed a gap in the literature and in
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practice. As researchers, healthcare professionals and
the public, we need to support couples where one
partner has dementia to continue to live as normal life
as possible. This can best be achieved by focusing on
what couples can do, by inclusion and by valuing them
as the experts within dementia research and of their
life experiences. Bakgrund: Majoriteten av personer
med demens bor i sitt eget hem och ofta tillsammans
med sin partner som blir en informell v rdgivare.
Relationens kvalitet och k nsla av parskap hotas ofta
till f ljd av verg ngen fr n en msesidig
beroenderelation till en v rdgivare-v rdtagar-relation
allt eftersom demenssjukdomen fortskrider. Detta kan
inneb ra m nga negativa konsekvenser. St d f r par
d r ena partnern har demens delas ofta upp i olika
former f r personen med demens och f r partnern
utan demens, vilket inneb r att det saknas parbaserat
resursorienterat st d med inriktning p att fr mja
parrelationen och parets vardagliga liv. Syfte: Syftet
med denna avhandling r att utforska parcentrerade
interventioner inom demens och att utveckla och testa
ett parbaserat, salutogent och resursorienterat st d
f r par d r ena partnern har en demenssjukdom och
som bor tillsammans i det egna hemmet. Metoder och
fynd: Denna avhandling best r av tre delar. Den f rsta
delen att utforska inkluderar tv l nkade
litteratur versikter, en narrativ versikt och en
kartl ggande versikt (studie I) som beskriver
tidigare interventioner f r par som lever med demens
och varf r de genomf rts. Resultaten av versikterna
visade ett kunskapsgap i, och ett behov av
l ttillg ngligt st d som riktar sig till
parf rh llanden, parens resurser och att fr mja det
vardagliga livet. Den andra delen, att skapa (studie II)
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involverar utvecklingen av ett l ttillg ngligt
resursorienterat och parbaserat st d. Det f rsta
steget var att identifiera prioriterade mnen f r en
s dan intervention tillsammans med par som lever med
demens, genom en s kallad medforskarprocess. Detta
inkluderade en omfattande litteraturgenomg ng,
intervjuer med par d r ena partnern har demens, och
konsultationsm ten med expertgrupper best ende av
personer med demens och partners i Sverige och i
Storbritannien. Medforskarprocessen och
expertm tena resulterade i fyra huvudteman med
motsvarande underteman vilka par med demens ans g
vara viktiga f r deras relation och f r v lbefinnande i
vardagen: (1) Hem och grannskap, (2) Meningsfulla
aktiviteter och relationer, (3) F rh llningss tt och
empowerment och (4) Parskap. Dessa teman
vidareutvecklades och integrerades i multimediaapplikationen DemPower, som utvecklades i syfte att
erbjuda interventionen till par som lever med demens.
Den tredje delen att testa och att utv rdera beskriver
genomf rbarhetsstudien (studie III) d r applikationen
DemPower testades med avseende p
genomf rbarhet och acceptabilitet hos par d r en
partner har demens i Sverige och i Storbritannien.
Resultaten av studien visade att DemPowerinterventionen var genomf rbar och acceptabel bland
par d r ena partnern har demens. Denna delen av
avhandlingen inkluderar ven en kvalitativ studie
(studie IV) som unders kte parens erfarenheter av att
testa DemPower tillsammans som ett par. De samlade
upplevelserna resulterade i tre teman: (1) Utveckling
av parrelationen, (2) Vi r inte ensamma och (3)
Positivt f rh llningss tt. De vergripande resultaten
fr n avhandlingen presenteras ven i en
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konkluderande syntes i slutet av avhandlingen. Den
konkluderande syntesen med fokus p Meningsfullhet,
Empowerment, Normalisering och Parskap
representerar k rnan i denna avhandling.
Avhandlingens slutsatser och kunskapsbidrag:
DemPower-applikationen med fokus p
parf rh llanden, h lsofr mjande resurser och
vardagen har bidragit med ett st d som vilar p en
genuin parbaserad grund till mpad i det vardagliga
livet f r par som lever med demens. Denna avhandling
bidrar ven med kunskap till forskning, v rd och
allm nheten genom att lyfta fram ett salutogent
f rh llningss tt till par som lever med demens. Som
forskare, v rdpersonal och allm nhet b r vi st dja
par d r ena partnern har demens f r att de ska kunna
forts tta leva ett s normalt liv som m jligt. Detta
kan b st uppn s genom att fokusera p parens
resurser, genom inkludering och genom att v rdera
dem som experter inom demensforskning och i deras
livserfarenheter.

We Were Here First
The International Journal of Aging & Human
Development
We Were Here First is the declaration from Wanda and
Darryl MacPherson to their three small children, as
they hide in the closet for one precious second of
“alone” time. In the day-to-day world of sippy cups,
diapers, tantrums, and spit-up, life can get pretty crazy!
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In Quest of the Mythical Mate
Couplehood Defined
For the longest time, based on no evidence other than
our own insecurity and sense of incompetence, my wife
and I were convinced that we were the flat-out, noquestion-about-it, least-skilled parents in the country.
Furthermore, we were convinced that every other set
of parents we knew was perfect. They were more
thorough in going over their kids' homework, they set
better boundaries than we do, didn't let their kids watch
as many hours of TV as we do, raised kids who are
unfailingly polite in public and have a far greater sense
of community and public service than our
underachieving offspring over there on the couch
watching SpongeBob. We were certain everybody
else's kids willingly and joyfully eat nothing but healthy
foods, shunning all candy and candy-based products,
they all sensibly and automatically put on weatherappropriate clothing, and voluntarily call their
grandparents with clockwork regularity, giving fully
detailed accounts of their numerous accomplishments,
ending with testimonials to their wonderful and perfect
parents. Turns out: not so much. At all. In the number
one New York Times bestseller Couplehood, Paul
Reiser wrote about the highs and lows of falling in love
and getting married-and the heartbreak and hilarity that
comes with it. In Babyhood, he turned his sharply
observant eye to the experiences of having a brandnew family. And now in Familyhood, Reiser shares his
observations on parenting, marriage, and mid-life with
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the wit, warmth, and humor that he's so well-known for.
From the first experience of sending his two boys off
to summer camp-the early feelings of gleeful freedom
in an empty house, to realizing how empty the house
actually was-to maneuvering the minefield of bad words
learned at school, this hilarious new book captures the
spirit of familyhood, the logical next frontier for
Reiser's trademark perspective on the universal truths
of life, love, and relationships.

Doing Informal Care
In reading The Lesbian Polyamory Reader: Open
Relationships, Non-Monogamy, and Casual Sex, you'll
quickly discover that the steps toward love and
happiness are as easy as 1, 2, 3, and maybe even 4 or
5. And you'll find that if your own lesbian relationship
lies outside the “traditional monogamous couple” model,
you're definitely not alone. You'll explore many
multifaceted and multifarious love relationships, each
one applicable to your own liking, if you so choose.
You'll find successful models of relationship
styles--regardless of your own orientation--from cover
to cover, and you'll discover the pleasing polyphony in
the many, many female voices of authorities on love
and love relationships. Whereas other similar studies
project the limited view of one or two authors, The
Lesbian Polyamory Reader calls upon a broad scope of
writers, professional women and academics alike. You'll
see that outside the gay rights movement that currently
pushes for a traditional, monogamous marriage model
of gay couplehood, there lies pleasing multiplicity in the
arms and hearts of lesbians worldwide. Specifically,
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this collection offers: “first person” articles--stories
that describe a variety of lesbian experiences relating
to multiple lovers in the 1970s, '80s, and '90s “how-to”
articles--descriptions of the various polyamorous
relationship configurations, including ways of dealing
with jealousy “theoretical” pieces--the history of
multiple relationships, the social implications of
practicing a love style other than monogamous
coupling, and safer sex considerations Much, much
more than a book on personal satisfaction, The Lesbian
Polyamory Reader also focuses on the social
implications of this love phenomenon, bringing it into a
more inclusive circle of discussion for lesbians,
educators, and students of sociology and sexology.
You'll find satisfaction in seeing the love so many
lesbian women have achieved by not mimicking the
“marriage model” of living.

Parenting Toward Solutions
In Naked at Our Age, women and men, coupled and
single, straight and gay talk candidly about how their
sex lives and relationships have changed with age, and
about how they see themselves, their partners, or their
single life. Many of them are having unsatisfying sex,
or no sex at all, and are seeking advice. Price presents
their personal stories, and follows up with tips from sex
therapists, health professionals, counselors, sex
educators, and other knowledgeable experts. Naked at
Our Age is an entertaining and indispensable guide to
handling and understanding the issues of senior sex and
relationships.
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Developing Partnerships
The classic New York Times bestseller from
actor/comedian Paul Reiser, a book that the San
Francisco Chronicle calls “an out-loud laugh on every
page,” is now available in trade paperback for the very
first time. For fans of Reiser’s long-running sitcom
Mad About You, with Helen Hunt and Hank Azaria, for
readers of comic memoirs like Tina Fey’s Bossypants,
and “for the couple considering parenthood as well as
for parents who are decades past their days of diaper
changing⋯this book hits home and hits the funnybone"
(Chicago Tribune).

SeinLanguage
Compiles detailed biographical sketches of
contemporary leaders in such areas as entertainment,
government, sports, art, literature, and science

Couples by Intention
Passing Through Transitions
This shifts the paradigm away from the therapist's
responsibility for success to the couple's responsibility,
from the more negative emphasis of focusing on
problems to a more positive goal of creating a fulfilling
relationship, and from a quick fix to lifelong
development skills."--Jacket.

The Enigma of Childhood
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The goal of this collection of interdisciplinary essays
by internationally established scholars is to see beyond
the loss in dementia to the transformation and change,
often in collaboration with others, of both personhood
and identity. The collection identifies a number of new
empirical, theoretical, and methodological areas that
will be central to both research on and clinical practice
concerned with age-related dementia in the coming
years. Three general themes are identified as being of
particular importance and interest: persons and
personhood, identity and agency, and the social and the
communal.

Spots of Light
A Marriage Made for Heaven
A user‘s guide to a loving couplehood; deals with the
problems that may arise in long-term couplehood and
how to prevent or surmount them. Most of us want to
find someone to share life with. Someone to love until
death us do part. But sometimes it is no easy matter. It
may be difficult to find the right partner, and sharing
life may be difficult when the partners are busy,
quarrelling, jealous or unfaithful. This book is about the
problems we are most likely to meet with in long-term
couplehood, including anger, quarrels, infidelity,
jealousy, forgiving, inattentiveness and a lack of
intimacy, and offers proposals for tackling the problems
and thus developing a loving couplehood for the benefit
of both partners. Kirsten Ahlburg has been a
psychotherapist in private practice for 15 years,
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specialising in couplehood and sexuality. In addition she
has contributed to a number of newspapers and
magazines as a letters editor and adviser on psychology
and couplehood, and appeared in numerous television
and radio programmes on these subjects. Her books
Entering Couplehoodand Taking Leave of It, How to Get
a Loving Couplehood and When Sex Life Becomes
Deadlock are a trilogy on couplehood.

Counseling Across the Lifespan
The Lesbian Polyamory Reader
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